
Functions of the Local Spiritual Assembly 

1. In the institution of the Local Spiritual Assembly exists the spiritual authority and the administrative 

capacity to govern in servitude, to resolve conflicts, and to build unity; the electoral process through 

which Assemblies are formed is itself an expression of peace, in contrast to the vitriol and even violence 

that often accompanies elections in the wider society. i  

2. Early on in each locality, the Local Spiritual Assembly comes into existence, and its steady 

development follows a trajectory parallel with, and intimately tied to, the fledgling process of growth 

unfolding in the village. And not unlike the evolution of other facets of this process, the development 

of the Local Assembly can best be understood in terms of capacity building. 

What needs to occur in the first instance is relatively straightforward: Individual awareness of the 

process of growth gathering momentum in the village, born of each member’s personal involvement in 

the core activities, must coalesce into a collective consciousness that recognizes both the nature of the 

transformation under way and the obligation of the Assembly to foster it. Without doubt, some 

attention will have to be given to certain basic administrative functions—for example, meeting with a 

degree of regularity, conducting the Nineteen Day Feast and planning Holy Day observances, 

establishing a local fund, and holding annual elections in accordance with Bahá’í principle. However, it 

should not prove difficult for the Local Assembly to begin, concomitant with such efforts and with 

encouragement from an assistant to an Auxiliary Board member, to consult as a body on one or two 

specific issues with immediate relevance to the life of the community: how the devotional character of 

the village is being enhanced through the efforts of individuals who have completed the first institute 

course; how the spiritual education of the children is being addressed by teachers raised up by the 

institute; how the potential of junior youth is being realized by the programme for their spiritual 

empowerment; how the spiritual and social fabric of the community is being strengthened as the 

friends visit one another in their homes. As the Assembly consults on such tangible matters and learns 

to nurture the process of growth lovingly and patiently, its relationship with the Area Teaching 

Committee and the training institute gradually becomes cemented in a common purpose. But, of still 

greater importance, it will begin to lay the foundations on which can be built that uniquely affectionate 

and genuinely supportive relationship, described by the beloved Guardian in many of his messages, 

which Local Spiritual Assemblies should establish with the individual believer. 

Clearly, learning to consult on specific issues related to the global Plan, no matter how crucial, 

represents but one dimension of the capacity-building process in which the Local Spiritual Assembly 

must engage. Its continued development implies adherence to the injunction laid down by ‘Abdu’l-

Bahá that “discussions must all be confined to spiritual matters that pertain to the training of souls, the 

instruction of children, the relief of the poor, the help of the feeble throughout all classes in the world, 

kindness to all peoples, the diffusion of the fragrances of God and the exaltation of His Holy Word.” Its 

steady advancement requires an unbending commitment to promote the best interests of the 

community and a vigilance in guarding the process of growth against the forces of moral decay that 

threaten to arrest it. Its ongoing progress calls for a sense of responsibility that extends beyond the 

circle of friends and families engaged in the core activities to encompass the entire population of the 

village. And sustaining its gradual maturation is unshakable faith in ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s assurance that He 

will enfold every Spiritual Assembly within the embrace of His care and protection. 
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Associated with this rise in collective consciousness is the Assembly’s growing ability to properly 

assess and utilize resources, financial and otherwise, both in support of community activities and in 

discharging its administrative functions, which may in time include the judicious appointment of 

committees and the maintenance of modest physical facilities for its operations. No less vital is its 

ability to nurture an environment conducive to the participation of large numbers in unified action and 

to ensure that their energies and talents contribute towards progress. In all these respects, the spiritual 

well-being of the community remains uppermost in the Assembly’s mind. And when inevitable 

problems arise, whether in relation to some activity or among individuals, they will be addressed by a 

Local Spiritual Assembly which has so completely gained the confidence of the members of the 

community that all naturally turn to it for assistance. This implies that the Assembly has learned 

through experience how to help the believers put aside the divisive ways of a partisan mindset, how to 

find the seeds of unity in even the most perplexing and thorny situations and how to nurture them 

slowly and lovingly, upholding at all times the standard of justice.ii 

3. For its part, and in response to growing numbers attending activities, the Local Assembly is enhancing 

its capacity to discharge the many responsibilities it carries on behalf of an expanding community. It 

seeks to create an environment in which all feel encouraged to contribute to the community’s common 

enterprise. It is eager to see the cluster agencies succeed in their plans, and its intimate familiarity with 

the conditions in its area enables it to foster the development of interacting processes at the local level.  

With this in mind, it urges the wholehearted participation of the friends in campaigns and meetings for 

reflection, and it provides material resources and other assistance for initiatives and events being 

organized in the locality.  The Assembly is also attentive to the need for new believers to be nurtured 

sensitively, considering when and how various dimensions of community life are to be introduced to 

them.  By encouraging their involvement in institute courses, it aims to ensure that from the very 

beginning they regard themselves as protagonists in a noble endeavour to build the world anew.   It 

sees to it that gatherings for the Nineteen Day Feast, Holy Day commemorations, and Bahá’í elections 

become opportunities to reinforce the high ideals of the community, strengthen its shared sense of 

commitment, and fortify its spiritual character. As numbers in the community grow larger, the 

Assembly gives thought to when it could be beneficial to decentralize such meetings so as to facilitate 

ever-greater participation on these important occasions.iii 

4. And those who are called upon from among the ranks of such enkindled souls to serve on the 

institutions of that mighty system understand well the Guardian’s words that “their function is not to 

dictate, but to consult, and consult not only among themselves, but as much as possible with the 

friends whom they represent.” “Never” would they be “led to suppose that they are the central 

ornaments of the body of the Cause, intrinsically superior to others in capacity or merit, and sole 

promoters of its teachings and principles.” “With extreme humility,” they approach their tasks and 

“endeavour, by their open-mindedness, their high sense of justice and duty, their candour, their 

modesty, their entire devotion to the welfare and interests of the friends, the Cause, and humanity, to 

win, not only the confidence and the genuine support and respect of those whom they serve, but also 

their esteem and real affection." Within the environment thus created, institutions invested with 

authority see themselves as instruments for nurturing human potential, ensuring its unfoldment along 

avenues productive and meritorious.iv 
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5. Service on the institutions and agencies of the Faith is indeed a tremendous privilege, but not one 

that is sought by the individual; it is a duty and responsibility to which he or she may be called at 

any given time. It is understandable, of course, that all those involved in Bahá’í administration 

would rightly feel they have been invested with a singular honour in forming part, in whatever 

way, of a structure designed to be a channel through which the spirit of the Cause flows. Yet they 

should not imagine that such service entitles them to operate on the periphery of the learning 

process that is everywhere gaining strength, exempt from its inherent requirements. Nor should it 

be supposed that membership on administrative bodies provides an opportunity to promote one’s 

own understanding of what is recorded in the Sacred Text and how the teachings should be 

applied, steering the community in whatever direction personal preferences dictate. Referring to 

members of Spiritual Assemblies, the Guardian wrote that they “must disregard utterly their own 

likes and dislikes, their personal interests and inclinations, and concentrate their minds upon those 

measures that will conduce to the welfare and happiness of the Bahá’í Community and promote the 

common weal.” Bahá’í institutions do exercise authority to guide the friends, and exert moral, 

spiritual and intellectual influence on the lives of individuals and communities. However, such 

functions are to be performed with the realization that an ethos of loving service pervades Bahá’í 

institutional identity.  Qualifying authority and influence in this manner implies sacrifice on the 

part of those entrusted to administer the affairs of the Faith. Does not ‘Abdu’l-Bahá tell us that 

“when a lump of iron is cast into the forge, its ferrous qualities of blackness, coldness and solidity, 

which symbolize the attributes of the human world, are concealed and disappear, while the fire’s 

distinctive qualities of redness, heat and fluidity, which symbolize the virtues of the Kingdom, 

become visibly apparent in it.” As He averred, “ye must in this matter—that is, the serving of 

humankind—lay down your very lives, and as ye yield yourselves, rejoice.”v 

i Messsage dated January 18, 2019, from the Universal House of Justice to the Bahá’ís of the World  
ii Message dated December 28, 2010, from the Universal House of Justice to the Conference of the Continental 
Board of Counselors  
iii Message dated December 29, 2015 from the Universal House of Justice to the Conference of the Continental 

Boards of Counselors 
iv Message dated December 28, 2010, from the Universal House of Justice to the Conference of the Continental 

Board of Counselors  
v Ibid. 

                                                      


